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BMW’s Centennial Year is Here! Concept Compact Sedan is a Beauty. (See Above)

ON THE COVER 
The beautiful Concept Compact 
Sedan looks like the next 1 Series. 
Let’s hope they sell it here!

Photo by BMW AG Press.

President’s Column

Happy Holidays puget sound 
BMW CHapter MeMBers! 2016 will  
arrive shortly after this Zündfolge  
arrives in the mail. This coming year, 
we will celebrate the 100th anniversary  
of BMW as a company. Interesting and  
historical facts about the company will  
be appearing in the coming issues of the  
Zündfolge and in the ATS (Around 
the Sound). To celebrate this event, we  
are planning a birthday/anniversary 
party at America’s Car Museum in 
Tacoma. On May 15, 2016, we want 

to fill the display field next to the 
museum with as many BMWs as  
will legally fit in the space! Our  
plan is to have representative models 
from each series and from as many 
years as possible. The museum will 
have reduced admission for this day 
allowing participants to tour the 
amazing car collection and play on 
the simulators. Your board is planning  
for this event currently and would 
welcome any comments and sugges-
tions on how this event might be  
organized! We will be appealing to 
the Puget Sound members to bring 
their cars out. This 100th anniver-
sary event will take the place of our 
traditional Gathering of the Heritage. 
We still plan on hosting the Deutsch 
Marque on July 26 during Renton 
River Days. If you would like to get 
involved in the birthday party plan-
ning and volunteer during the event, 
please let us know. We will be asking 
for your help later this year. 
 I would like to appeal to two  
kinds of members out there; one  

who likes numbers and one who likes 
web design. Our treasurer and past 
president, Michelle Miller, is stepping  
down as the treasurer to devote 
more time to being an instructor at 
Dirt Fish and racing. Although noble 
causes and some of us are envious, 
the Club still needs a treasurer. If you 
are comfortable using WorkBook 
and would like to lend your financial 
expertise to the Club, let me know. 
We also would like a motivated web 
designer to spruce up the Chapter 
website. For both of these positions, 
don’t think you will do this work 
alone! All the work that you see in 
print form or during events is the 
result of a group effort by the board 
and volunteers. Anyone who decides 
to join the board for these positions 
will be mentored by currently serving 
board members. 
 I feel that 2016 will be a big year 
for the Puget Sound Chapter and 
BMW. Watch for ATS emails for 
coming events.
 Happy Holidays,

Steve Libby, President
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2016 Tours
ready for anotHer season of BMW 
tours? You are not alone. Take some 
curvy roads, stunning scenery, and a  
few good friends and you’ve got a Club 
driving tour. Mountains, Columbia 
River Gorge, or ocean views. On the 
peninsula or heading east, our state  
has it all. Join us this year!
 Our 2016 driving tours are right  
around the corner, as soon as things 
warm up and dry out a little. In late  
April or May we’ll begin our season 
with a half-day drive to get ourselves  
warmed up. Details on the route for  
this first tour are still being worked out. 
As in past years, our destination will  
be a meetup after a scenic and twisty  
drive here in the Puget Sound area.  
Stay tuned for details to come.
 While we encourage participation  
in a Club-sponsored car control clinic, 
no special skills or equipment are 
necessary to join a driving tour. We only 
require one BMW CCA membership 
per car. Solos are welcome or bring  
the whole family. 
 Typical tours will have 20 to 30 
BMWs, from two-seaters to big 7s, daily 
drivers, garage queens, and everything 
in between. Some tours will be shorter 
and local, ending with lunch at a local 
restaurant. Others will be longer—all 
day or overnighters.
 Tours are driven on public roads 
minding local traffic laws. We focus first 
on safety, but always make a special 
effort to find little known twisty roads, 
enjoyable at any speed. 
 Enjoy all the wonderful scenery 
along the way, but the best part may  
be discovering like-minded BMW  
enthusiasts. Taking a break along the 
way; you’ll find someone to share  
common interests and your mutual  
love of German engineering.
 Keep an eye out for upcoming tours 
in Zündfolge, Around the Sound, and on 
our tours page at bmwpugetsound.com. 
 See you soon!

Ed Walker, Tours Coordinator
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MOTOR SPORTS
We all need to tHank Rick Gulstrom 
for organizing another five perfect 
track days this past year. I am sure his 
replacement, which we will still need 
to find, can order up a great 2016 track 
season! We all thank Rick for his tireless 
work being the DEC (driving events 
coordinator) for the Club!
 Now, it is not too early to start 
thinking about the 2016 track season. I 
encourage you all to visit Ross Bentley’s 
website and have a look at his online 
training modules. The track committee  
is contemplating strongly suggesting 
that new drivers to High Performance 
Driving complete Ross’s on-line training:  
www.speedsecrets.com. In the olden 
days, the Club would hold a ground 
school for new HPDE drivers before 
attending a track day. This way, we could 
go over the track driving basics and 
familiarize drivers with terminology.  
We still require that new drivers first 
attend our Car Control Clinic or par-
ticipate in a similar event. Stay tuned 
to coming ATS and Zündfolge articles 
about this topic.

 What did we learn from the changes 
we made in 2015? A lot! We’ve received 
plenty of very positive feedback from 
HPDE drivers regarding our having 
A-B-C group leaders and download 
sessions for each. We are working on 
identifying an instructor who would  
passionately and patiently be the 
D-group leader for next year and we 
will have one. I truly enjoy being the 
C-group leader to see the “lights” come 
on when we discuss driving concepts 
as a group. I have received some very 
thoughtful feedback from some of you 
drivers and it will be incorporated into 
my coaching methodology for 2016. 
If any drivers from any of the groups 
have comments or suggestions about 
our track program, please send me an 
email. All track days will be on Fridays 
for 2016. There will be no car control 
clinic held at the Ridge in Shelton as the 
configuration of the paddock does not 
allow it. The track committee has yet to 
have our annual organizational meeting, 
so any final changes and or additions 
to the 2016 track program are still in 
process. Look for the coming Zündfolge 
issues and ATS announcements for 

important information. In the meantime, 
start ordering performance parts for 
your BMW! Make sure that everything 
is in working order. If you have a garage, 
take the time to crawl under your car, 
safely of course. Buy a Bentley Manual 
for your series and year to become  
better acquainted with your Ultimate 
Driving Machine. Learn how to change 
oil, brake pads, and fix minor problems. 
The more you know about your car  
the more you will trust it. Get ready  
to drive!
 See you on the track!

Steve Libby, President 
Puget Sound Region BMW CCA

Instructor

 

2016 TRACK SCHEDULE

Pacific Raceways
May 20
June 17
July 8

August 12

Ridge Motorsports Complex
September 23
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BMW Centennial Plans
BMW’s offiCial 100tH BirtHday is March 7, 2016. There 
will be an official ceremony at the new BMW Group Classic 
building on that day. This will be the grand opening for  
this building, which is actually one of the original buildings  
occupied soon after the company was founded but is receiving  
a two-year makeover. The big parties come later in the year.

BMW Classic 100 Year Celebration
BMW Classic, the official keeper of the flame, will hold what 
will probably be the biggest of all Centennial celebrations 
from September 9 through 11. The Munich Olympic Grounds, 
adjacent to BMW Welt, have been reserved. All recognized 
BMW clubs, employees and friends of the marque are invited. 
Specific plans should have been released by now but there has 
been nothing official. Expect a parade through the Olympic 
grounds and a drive through Munich. A visit to the new BMW 
Classic Center will also be included. 

Monterey 2016
The biggest North American celebration will be on the 
Monterey Peninsula in August. BMW will be the featured 
marque at the Monterey Motorsports Reunion at Laguna 
Seca in 2016. BMW Classic will have a huge presence during 
the entire Monterey Weekend. Pebble Beach does not have 
any plans yet related to BMW but that may be changing (we 
hear). The Monterey races will be August 19 to 21. Legends  
of the Autobahn will be on August 19. The Pebble Beach  
Concours d’Elegance will be on August 21. It is not too  
early to make reservations. 
 If you want to be on the Monterey Peninsula during this 
weekend, you should be making lodging reservations now. 
Many hotels and motels are already full and the prices are  
sky high. Of course, if you’re budget conscious, you really 
don’t want to be anywhere near this place. Modest motels are 
$600 per night. If memory serves and it probably doesn’t as  
I try to block these things out, the Motorsports Reunion is 
over $100 per day, Pebble Beach is about $250 each and  
The Quail is something like $600 per person, if you can get  
a ticket. However, Legends of the Autobahn is free. 
 The BMW CCA Oktoberfest will be on the Monterey  
Peninsula and will start after the Monterey Weekend ends 
and will run from August 23 through August 28. 

 We’ll publish more specifics as we learn them.
David Lightfoot
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tHe BMW M2 Will Be availaBle at 
authorized BMW centers with a limited 
range of options starting in spring of 
2016. The price will be disclosed closer 
to market launch.
 With an output of 365 bhp at 6,500 
rpm and maximum revs of 7,000 rpm 
this all-new BMW M2 is more powerful  
than its predecessor: the BMW 1 M Coupe.  
The 3.0-liter 6-cylinder inline engine 
in the new BMW M2 sends out a clear 
message to the high-performance sports 
car segment. The engine’s peak torque 
also leads the way in this segment; a full  
343 is on tap between 1,400 and 5,560 rpm,  
with the overboost function raising this 
figure by 26 lb-ft to 369 lb-ft between 
1,450 and 4,750 rpm. A glance to the 
past will put things into perspective, this 
figure is more than 70 lb-ft of additional 
torque than the past generation M3, 
ensuring plenty of torque is available  
in all driving situations. 

M2 Coming in 2016
 With the optional M Double Clutch 
Transmission (M DCT) in place and 
Launch Control activated, the new 
BMW M2 completes the sprint from a  
standstill to 60 mph in a scant 4.2 seconds  
(4.4 s with the six-speed manual gearbox).  

The top speed of the all-new BMW M2 
is electronically limited to 155 mph. 
 The many years of motor racing 
experience built up by the BMW M 
engineers are also reflected in the oil 
supply for the all-new BMW M2 engine. 

The M2 has a bit more going on upfront than the M235i.  
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degree of wheel slip can be an advantage.  
For this reason M Dynamic Mode can 
be activated in the recommended track 
mode (SPORT+) or can be engaged 
with a short dab of the DSC button. The 
stabilizing measures familiar from DSC 
mode now intervene at a later stage, 
increasing the freedom available to 
drivers while still keeping an electronic 
safety system in action. The extra wheel 
slip enhances traction and therefore 
propulsion. More significant oversteer 
and understeer are possible, as are mod-
erate, controlled drifts, but the Dynamic 
Stability Control active safety aids can 
still be relied on in critical situations. 
(To save me when I do something really 
stupid.—Editor)

BMW AG Press

M2 profile in the official launch color of Long Beach Blue.

In order to ensure oil reaches all engine 
components at all times under limit-
pushing driving with sustained heavy 
lateral acceleration, and extreme braking  
maneuvers the car has to withstand on the  
race track, the 6-cylinder inline engine 
benefits from a modified oil sump.
 The all-new BMW M2 can be ordered  
as an option with the latest generation 
of the seven-speed M Double Clutch 
Transmissions (M DCT with Drivelogic).  
This system, which effectively combines  
two gearboxes, each with its own clutch, 
is specially designed to work with the 
customary engine dynamics of M cars 
and the engine’s high torque and output. 
The system detects which gear the driver  
will choose next based on the engine’s 
revs, the accelerator position, the level of  
acceleration and the driving mode, and 
engages it before the driver has actually 
moved the shift paddle. As a result, the 
clutches now only need to open or close 
for the gear-change process to be com-
pleted. The change of gear is therefore 
executed in fractions of a second.
 Depending on the driving mode  
activated, it enables either extremely 
fast gear changes with no interruption  
in the flow of power or ultra-smooth 
shifts. The extra gear of the M DCT 
transmission over the six-speed manual 
gearbox allows for tightly spaced gearing  
and reduced fuel consumption thanks  
to its taller gear ratios.
 The high-performance brakes of the 
all-new BMW M2 are also a product of 
motorsport and can be quickly identified  
by their brake calipers—front axle: four- 
piston fixed calipers, rear axle: two-piston  
fixed calipers—which are painted in a blue  
metallic finish and display the M logo  
at the front axle. In these M compound 
brakes the perforated and inner-vented 
brake disc ring is made from grey cast 
iron for a massive 15 inch diameter rotor  
at the front axle and equally impressive 
14.5 inch diameter at the rear axle.
 The Electric Power Steering of 
the all-new BMW M2 also instills the 
characteristic M driving feeling. The 
development of the system prioritized 
hallmark M attributes, such as direct 
steering feel, precise feedback at both the  
track and everyday driving, transmitting  

the driver with all the necessary infor-
mation about the available grip at  
the tires. The integrated Servotronic 
function with M-specific characteristics 
controls the level of steering assistance 
electronically according to the car’s 
speed. Via the Driving Dynamic Control 
switch the driver can adjust the steering’s  
power assistance at any time.
 The all-new BMW M2 is equipped 
with M Dynamic Mode (MDM), a sub-
function of Dynamic Stability Control 
(DSC). DSC effectively counteracts over- 
steer or understeer or a loss of traction 
by taking several measures (reducing  
engine power, braking individual wheels)  
to stabilize the car. However, in certain 
situations—e.g. sporty and dynamic 
driving on the race track —a greater  

Driver’s eye view of the M2. 
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Show me the money!

got your CHristMas sHopping done 
yet? Or maybe I should clarify, “do  
you have your Christmas shopping done 
for others, yet?” As a fellow racer and 
general car nut, I tend to fall victim to 
the “one for her, one for me” idea when 
it comes to shopping this time of year. 
Just a couple of weeks ago for example, 
I took delivery of a brand new Chevy 350  
crate engine but I balanced that out with 
buying Melanie a new raincoat. Yessir, 
nothing but the finest foul weather gear 
for my bride! 
 Needless to say, there was a bit of a 
question of “balance” when I unloaded 
the engine into the garage, and I don’t 
think she was referring to the balance of 
the engine hoist as I wrestled it around. 
If the kids are lucky this year, they might  
receive gifts that resemble “toys” and 
“games.” What nine-year-old girl doesn’t 
want her very own compression gauge? 
 Now, my son, on the other hand, is 
perfectly in line with my thinking and, 

The PRO3 Line
considering that he uses my tools as often  
as I do, he’s content with receiving the  
gift of forged steel wrenches and lifetime- 
warranty socket sets. We’ve done a fine  
job raising him right, if I do say so myself!
 Don’t get me wrong here. Our house 
becomes very festive this time of year. 
The PRO3 banner is hung by the garage 
with care; the Reaper is nestled all snug 
in its trailer, and neighbors breathe a 
sigh of relief that the clatter arising from 
the front yard is in fact, Santa and his 
eight reindeer, and not me using the 
neighborhood streets to bed brakes or 
burn in a new cam. 
 As the calendar is turned from 2015 
to 2016, we look forward to a whole 
new year of…PRO3 cars! Do you have 
your new PRO3 calendar yet? They are 
at local distribution points and they are 
going fast! Be sure to stop by any of our 
sponsors and other local hotspots to 
grab your copy. There are many outlets, 
but here are a few, with one sure to  
be near you: 425 Motorsports, Accuracy 
Automotive, BMW Bellevue,  

The PRO3 pack works its way through Turns 3A and 3B at Pacific Raceway. 
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BMW Northwest in Tacoma, Car Tender,  
KD Motorsports, Haury’s Collision,  
and South Lake European. You can also 
hit up most PRO3 drivers for a copy  
or where to find one. 
 Speaking of sponsors, with the season 
having wrapped up for us, the tally of 
all sponsorship dollars was finalized 
with the BMW Northwest prize money 
being awarded. BMW Northwest is our 
series sponsor, contributing more than 
$13,000 to PRO3 through support of the 
calendars, note pads and assorted PRO3 
administration costs. The biggest chunk 
of that, $10,000 to be precise, is distrib-
uted to drivers in the form of checks. 
The top ten finishers for the season each 
receive a check for $500. The remaining 
money is distributed via raffle drawings 
to the other drivers who each receive one  
chance per race entered. Twenty lucky 
winners receive checks for $250 each. 
Those checks are in the mail already. 
 Toyo Tires remains our longest- 
running sponsor and contributed 
$14,441 in Toyo Bucks to the drivers 
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DiSTRiBUTiON LOCATiONS

 425 Motorsports Bellevue
 Accuracy Automotive Gig Harbor
 Auburn Foreign Car Auburn
 Aurora Auto Wrecking Seattle
 BMW Bellevue Bellevue
 BMW Northwest Fife
 BMW Portland Portland
 Broad Strokes Associates Snohomish
 Car Tender Seattle
 EB Motorsports Monroe
 DynaSport Portland
 Eastside Bavarian Issaquah
 KD Motorsports Redmond
 Griot’s Garage Tacoma
 Group 2 Motorsports Seattle
 Haury’s Collision Seattle
 Northwest Differential Kirkland
 NW European Autowerks Bellingham
 Pro-Tek Automotive Portland
 Pova Motorsports Seattle
 South Lake European Renton
 Strictly BMW Bellevue
 Urban Garage Vancouver, B.C.
 WestWerks Automotive Redmond

tHe BMW pro3 group is again 
providing free PRO3 wall calendars 
locally to Puget Sound Region Club 
members, a $12 value to the rest  
of the country. To get your free 
copy, visit one of the following listed 
businesses that have agreed to serve 
as distribution points for the calen-
dar. Use your favorite search engine 
to get their business addresses.  
Distribution is already under way!
 Enjoy twelve colorful months  
of BMW PRO3 action racing at 
tracks around the Pacific Northwest, 
this year with additional rainy racing!  
Additional support was provided  
by the Puget Sound BMW Club,  
425 Motorsports, BMW Northwest, 
DB Motorsports and Haury’s Lake 
City Collision.
 This high quality calendar  
features PRO3 images shot through 
the lens of local photographers and 
designed by Club member Matt 
Ferbache. For those that own the 

Free 2016 PRO3 Calendars

PATRICK MILLER
“25 years of
precis ion automotive
service”

11908 - 124 Ave. NE
Kirkland, WA 98034

(Totem Lake) 425-823-1511

OMNi
BRAKE & ALIGNMENT, Inc.

throughout the season. When you’re 
burning through a set of tires every 
fourth race weekend, those Toyo Bucks 
are a welcome commodity!
 BimmerWorld, 425 Motorsports, and 
Griot’s Garage each contributed $2,000 
in gift cards, also distributed via raffle 
drawing at select area races. 
 Our newest sponsor, Hagerty Classic  
Car Insurance ponied up $2,000 in 
Chevron gas cards as well. This is in  
addition to the great deal they offer PRO3  
racers for insurance on PRO3 cars. No 
one else offers this insurance and we’re 
sure pleased to have them on board. 
Don’t have your PRO3 car insured yet? 
Put it on your to do list right away. It’s 
too affordable NOT to do it. 
 For those of you keeping track, and 
even for those who aren’t, that’s 190  
various gift cards or checks totaling 
almost $36,000 and based on 398 PRO3 
entries in races this season, that’s  
roughly $89/entry. There is no other 
class in ICSCC that has this kind of 
sponsor support. PRO3 has Lance 
Richert to thank for arranging all of this. 
 So, with that, I’m left with facing my 
own Christmas shopping list and should 
turn my attention back to fulfilling my 
family’s gift desires. I’m sure Melanie 
will appreciate her new torque wrench 
as much as my daughter will enjoy her 
new brake bleeder kit. 
 All the best to your family from 
mine! Let’s make 2016 another great 
year for Club racing in the Northwest!

Michael Olsen is a BMW CCA  
Club member and drives the  

Spirit Halloween Superstores PRO3 car 
#130 in local ICSCC competition racing

rickshaw_racing@yahoo.com
www.pro3-racing.com

2015 calendar, this one is ten times 
better!  
 Calendars are also available  
for sale for $12 each. Please visit 
www.PRO3-Racing.com for order-
ing details.  

Lance Richert, PRO3 #35
Lance@Richertnet.com
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BMW Art Car Additions for 2016
art dealer Herve Poulain convinced 
Jochen Neerpasch, head of the newly 
formed BMW Motorsport, to sanction  
a 3.0CSL to be raced at Le Mans and 
painted by Alexander Calder. The 
project was so successful that the fol- 
lowing year Frank Stella painted another  
CSL and in 1977 Roy Lichtenstein 

WitH 2016 Being BMW’s centennial 
year, there will be a lot going on. Part  
of the celebration will be the addition of 
two new BMW Art Cars to the corporate 
collection, bringing the total to nineteen 
cars in a series stretching back to 1975.
 The early history of the BMW Art Cars  
is pretty well known. French racer and 

put his touch on a 320i Group 5 car, also 
raced at Le Mans. Andy Warhol was to 
paint a Le Mans entry for 1978 but the 
car was uncompetitive and pulled from 
the race. Instead, Warhol painted an M1 
for the 1979 running of Le Mans. 
 You can see in the sidebar that most of 
the cars after those first four were street 

John Baldessari and Cao Fei are the lucky recipients of  
commissions to create BMW Art Cars in 2016.

Artist Cao Fei seems to enjoy getting familiar with the BMW 
M6 GT3.
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This is the ‘canvas’ both artists will use to create their BMW 
Art Cars.

Chronological List of BMW Art Cars

Alexander Calder (USA)  
1975 BMW 3.0 CSL

Frank Stella (USA)  
1976 BMW 3.0 CSL

Roy Lichtenstein (USA)  
1977 BMW 320I Group 5 Race Version

Andy Warhol (USA)  
1979 BMW M1 Group 4 Race Version

Ernst Fuchs (Austria)  
1982 BMW 635 CSi

Robert Rauschenberg (USA)  
1986 BMW 635 CSi

Michael Jagamara Nelson (Australia) 
1989 BMW M3 Group A Race Version

Ken Done (Australia)  
1989 BMW M3 Group A Race Version

Matazo Kayama (Japan)  
1990 BMW 535i

César Manrique (Spain)  
1990 BMW 730i

A.R. Penck (Germany)  
1991 BMW Z1

Esther Mahlangu (South Africa)  
1991 BMW 525i

Sandro Chia (Italy)  
1992 BMW 3-Series Racing  
Touring Car Prototype

David Hockney (Great Britain)  
1995 BMW 850CSi

Jenny Holzer (USA)  
1999 BMW V12 LMR

Olafur Eliasson (Denmark)  
2007 BMW H2R World Speed  
Record Hydrogen Car

Jeff Koons (USA)  
2010 BMW M3 GT2

John Baldessari (USA)  
2016 BMW M6 GT3

Cao Fei (China)  
2016 BMW M6 GT3

cars. Even the E30 M3s painted by  
Australian artists Michael Nelson and 
Ken Done were retired race cars. The 
Chia car of 1992 was a race car proto-
type but this car was never raced. 
 BMW recognized that the public 
seemed to respond best to those Art 
Cars that actually raced with the artists’ 
paint jobs. In 1999, American Jenny 
Holzer painted a 1999 BMW V12 LMR. 
While the car never raced at Le Mans, 
it did a few ceremonial laps. But the 
next year, when the LMR was being 
campaigned in the U.S., the Holzer car 
was pressed into service and saw actual 
racing action. 
 With the BMW Art Car commissions, 
the artists were given pretty much free 
rein. If they were painting a race car, 
they were not allowed to modify the 
body of the car because that could alter 
the car’s performance or even its legality 
for the appropriate racing series. 
 This wisdom of using race cars as the 
basis for BMW Art Cars was reinforced 
with the Olafur Eliasson car of 2007. 
Eliasson started with a H2R world 
speed record hydrogen-powered car. 
BMW probably never anticipated that 
Eliasson would remove the car’s body, 
replace it with a lattice-work, place 
hundreds of triangular mirrors on the 
lattice and then spray the car with water 
in a freezer. The result makes for a very 
striking sculpture. But what was formerly  
a car is rendered immobile.  
 Plus, if the ‘car’ is to be exhibited, the  
museum must build a large walk-in 
freezer and supply parkas to guests  
during the exhibition. Eliasson wrote 

The Olafur Eliasson Art ‘Car’ of 2007 probably wasn’t quite 
what BMW had in mind.

a book explaining his creation. You 
should read it if you’ve smoked a bunch 
of now-legal-in-Washington funny  
cigarettes. Then the book might make  
some sense.
 After the Eliasson experience, BMW 
went back to commissioning race cars  
to be painted by famous contemporary 
artists. Jeff Koons created a 2010 M3 
GT2 that was very well received and 
actually raced.
 The cars announced for 2016 will be 
painted by John Baldessari, an American,  
and Cao Fei, a Chinese woman. Baldes-
sari will be the oldest artist (born 1931) 
represented in the collection and Fei 
will be the youngest (born 1978). Fei 
will be the third woman to paint a BMW 
Art Car. Her Chinese ancestry is an 
indication of the importance of China, 
being BMW’s largest market.
 Both artists will paint BMW M6 
GT3s that will be raced during 2016 
and then exhibited at museums in 2017. 
The commissions were announced at 
the Guggenheim Museum in New York 
on November 19, 2015. The official 
announcement was by BMW Board 
member Dr. Ian Robertson. The artists 
were selected by a jury of experts in 
contemporary art representing promi-
nent museums worldwide. Both artists 
were present at the announcement as 
was Jens Marquardt, BMW Motorsports  
Director, several of the factory drivers 
and Dr. Thomas Girst, head of BMW 
Group Cultural Engagement, the  
department that commissions the  
BMW Art Cars.

David Lightfoot
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tHree Hundred and sixty five days 
sure go By fast. Before you know 
it, it’s that time again—to reflect on 
another year evaporated and a fresh 
one to come. There are pounds to lose, 
changes to make, goals to attain, dreams 
to desire, fantasies to fulfill.
 In last year’s Zündfolge at this time, 
I wrote about making a New Year’s 
resolution to drive better (which still  
applies in case you don’t feel like 
reading this new article just yet). This 
time I’ll introduce a new twist on this 
thought: Become the person you want 
to be, and believe it or not, your driving 
just might improve as a result.
 How on earth, you might ask? Well, 
it turns out that a staggering number of 
habits that make you better as a driver 
can be directly applied to other parts of  
life, and vice versa. You see, driving is 
truly a metaphor for how we go through 
life. Whether we realize it or not, we 
tend to drive exactly how we are as 
people, and what we do behind the 
wheel—or don’t—profoundly reflect 
our personalities, ego, habits, life values, 
ability to plan, confidence levels, social 
skills, and general outlook. 
 Numerous published and academic 
studies have quantified this phenomenon.  
It’s also a foundation for the GDE Matrix  
(Goals for Driver Education), which 
was pioneered in Finland and is used in 
driving curricula in Sweden and other 
European countries that have some of 
the world’s best traffic safety records.
 In my own anecdotal observations,  
I have noticed that many people who 
are poor at planning ahead in their 
personal and work lives are often less 
situationally aware on the road and not 
good at anticipating hazardous situations.  
They sometimes “get behind” in their 
vision and thus drive reactively rather 
than proactively. Interestingly, the same 
is often true for drivers who live in 
very cluttered home or office environ-
ments—such disorganization sometimes 
manifests in a sort of scattered-ness or 
oblivion behind the wheel.
 People who feel confident and entitled  
and are used to getting their way tend to  

speed, take more risks, and cut off others  
(one reason why attorneys, doctors, and 
architects are among the most likely  
to speed and be involved in collisions, 
according to insurance company studies).  
In general, drivers who are more prudent,  
careful, and good in relationship-building  
tend to be more courteous to other  
road users.
 There are always exceptions, of course,  
and many other factors contribute to the  
kind of driver you are, including age, 
experience level, type of driver training 
you’ve had, and even ethnicity (especially  
if you’re from another country). But 
still, it’s worth noting these potential 
implications. It’s even more fascinating  
to examine oneself—honestly—for 
potential correlations.

 So what can you do? Consider these 
ten possibilities in how you conduct 
yourself, and their applications to life 
both on and off the road:

1. Look up far ahead. It’s pretty obvious 
that keeping your eyes up and con-
stantly scanning the landscape—both 
on the road and on the path of life— 
is crucial to spot hazards, assess risk, 
and have the space and time to plan 
for evolving or unexpected situations.

2. Learn to let go. There’s a lot to be said 
for relaxing, dropping arguments,  
being constructive about conflict and 
not combative, and not getting caught 
up in the drama that others want to 
suck us into. It’s just not our respon-
sibility. Letting go also saves a lot of 
unnecessary stress.

3. Give yourself room—literally. Leaving 
enough clearance in life, whether it 
be the proper number of seconds of 
following distance behind another 
vehicle, having enough savings in our 
bank accounts, or even getting enough 
sleep at night is way more important 
than we might think.

4. Be more courteous and empathetic to 
others. This is so obvious that it may 
seem not worth mentioning. But few 
of us can deny that on the road and  
in life, asking nicely, giving a little, 
letting someone in, showing mutual 
respect and cooperation, and being 
patient, empathetic, and open-minded 
can make all of the difference in  
the world.

5. Empower yourself. Everyone’s got a 
story about being a victim. We live in 
a society that breeds blame, judgment, 
competition, and emotional frustration  
throughout its media, popular culture, 
and politics. The neat thing about all 
of this is that while you can’t always 
control what others do on the road 
and in our lives, we can take charge 

 of not putting ourselves in a bad  
situation to begin with!

Driving in the Real World: Becoming the Person— 
and Driver—You Want To Be in 2016 by Mi Ae Lipe
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6. improve for the future and don’t  
obsess about the past. People spend 
way too much time beating them-
selves up and regretting things 
throughout their entire lives—in a 
looping “could’a–would’a–should’a” 
syndrome. We should channel that 
energy to positively change, instead. 
The great thing about driving—and 
life—is that there’s always another 
fantastic opportunity to improve.

7. Be prepared for anything to happen 
at any time—and try to prevent those 
instances upstream. How often have 
we been blindsided by an unforeseen 
event, diagnosis, separation, down-
sizing, or collision—both literally  
and figuratively? Sometimes there’s 
nothing we could have done to prevent  
or prepare ourselves emotionally  
or physically, but often there were 
warning signs over time that we chose 
not to notice, procrastinated in doing 
something about, or even outright 
denied (which brings us back to Tip 1). 
Even if something does happen that 
is totally out of our control, we should 
keep sight of the constructive spaces 
and choices where we need to go  
(and practice Tip 6).

8. Realize the power you have as a model. 
While you may not be six feet tall and 
photogenic, you do have the ability to 
profoundly influence others around 
you by modeling good behavior. It’s 
human nature to imitate what others 
are doing, so whether it’s speeding 
or handling a crisis in front of others, 
you’re always a potential model for 
someone. It’s also worth noting that 
your children are learning what drivers  
to be the moment they start sitting in  
forward-facing car seats and can watch  
you—not when they’re teenagers  
doing their first practice drives with 
you years later.

9. Cultivate the fine art of paying attention.  
Again, this may seem so obvious as to 
be laughable. But our obsession with 
our electronic devices, the frenetic 
(and largely self-imposed) busyness 
of our lives, and our desire for instant 
gratification is eroding our ability to 
focus on the things that really matter. 
Needless to say, we see the consequences  
everyday on the roads, as well as how 
they seep into our work productivity, 
personal lives, and relationships of  
all kinds.

10.Value safety over time, convenience, 
and money. Sometimes what is safest 
and better for our long-term well-
being means not always going with 
the easiest, most convenient, or eco-
nomical option. One example is how 
much parents complain about paying 
$500 for driver education training for 
their kids, when they think nothing of 
dropping twice that for a single night 
at a senior prom, or $75 for a pair 
of Nikes, or $100,000+ for a college 
education. Yet propelling a two-ton 
vehicle is perhaps the only activity 
we do daily that has the potential 
to change—or end—someone’s life 
forever. What price tag do you put on 
that? If you really think about it, what 
we value and prioritize sometimes 
makes no sense. Becoming aware of 
these issues is a first step—and where 
Tips 5, 6, and 7 can come in handy.

Mi Ae Lipe is a freelance editor and graphic 
designer in Seattle, and is also a traffic safety 
advocate. In addition to writing a regular  
column in Zündfolge, she blogs on Driving 
in the Real World, streams daily driving news 
links and tips on Twitter at @DrivingReal, 
writes regularly for Roadio.com (an online 
magazine for UK driving instructors), and 
frequently collaborates with traffic safety  
organizations, NGOs, and individuals. In  
December 2015, she and fellow citizen  
advocate Mark Butcher were honored with  
a Target Zero Award by the Washington 
State Traffic Safety Commission for their 
outstanding work in improving young  
driver safety in the state.

 These are just a few of the many ways 
that we can improve as people and as 
drivers. For more details, read my post 
on my Driving in the Real World blog: 
www.drivingintherealworld.com/ 
journal/2015/5/1/how-being-a-better-
driver-makes-you-better-at-life.html.
 To quote a famous line from the  
bestselling book by local author Garth 
Stein, The Art of Racing in the Rain: 
“That which you manifest is before you.” 
 It’s gonna be a great year—make it 
happen.
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The Will to Finish
Recent Adventures in Motorsports
you Have proBaBly seen Me around 
many BMW events, at the car control 
clinic and of course, at autocross events. 
In my most recent quest to find a new 
adventure and to continue to challenge 
myself, I have taken up stage rally as a 
co-driver. While I would love to be driving,  
co-driving gives me the ability to get out  
there and experience rally without the  
expense of building and maintaining a car;  
although I’m sure that will be happening 
soon. This fall has been an epic adventure  
competing in three rally events in Oregon,  
Washington, and British Columbia.  

The emotional ups and downs as we  
are challenged by the roads, the car,  
the elements, and the driving are incom-
parable to anything I have ever done, 
and sometimes the perseverance to  
finish is more satisfying than a win. 

Why Rally?
I have been looking for an opportunity 
to compete in stage rally since I started 
working at DirtFish. I love tarmac  
driving, but there is something very  
special about the challenge of driving  
to the limit on an inconsistent and loose 
surface. Unfortunately building a car  

is a bit out of budget at this time, so 
co-driving was the next logical step. If 
you have ever watched rally videos, the 
co-driver is the crazy one sitting in the 
passenger seat reading the pace notes to 
the driver, basically telling him/her what 
corners and road features are coming 
up next. Being on point and accurate 
is hugely important as a miscalled turn 
could result in the end of the race and 
having a driving team that trusts each 
other is vital. In addition to calling notes, 
the co-driver helps manage timing,  
service, and other event logistics. 

How it All Started 
It all began when my co-worker, Sam, 
asked if I would be interested in co- 
driving with him at an upcoming rally 
as his regular co-driver was deployed. 
I had worked with Sam when he was 
training as an instructor and I knew  
he could drive, so I jumped at the  
opportunity. I assumed I would be 
pretty good at it since I ride around in 
cars all day teaching people to drive.  
Let me just say, it’s a lot harder than it 
looks and quite the challenge. Sam has 
been driving stage rally for about five 
years in a Subaru STi so having an  
experienced driver was super helpful. 
I spent many evenings on YouTube 
studying in-car video footage. Check out 
David Higgins and Craig Drew on the 
Mt. Washington Hill Climb to see some 
intense driving and pace notes.

Mt. Hood Rally – Oregon
Our first rally as a team was a small 
regional event at Mt. Hood, Oregon. It 
was a pretty simple format and a great 
first rally for a newbie. The stages were 
back and forth on a forest service road 
that we ran three times throughout the 
day with three 30-minute service stops. I 
was super nervous, of course, but ready 
for action. All buckled in with time card 
and pace notes prepared, we started out. 
Calling pace notes is certainly an art and 
much, much harder than I ever assumed. 
Luckily Sam is a pretty good driver so 
when I told him I got lost he was able 
to help me find the way and get back on 
track. Our first two stages were pretty 
decent and our times just slightly off the 
fastest driver. Then the car started losing 
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boost, so we finished the rally on limited 
power, and used it as an opportunity to 
work on carrying mid-corner momentum  
and driving smoothly. We placed first in 
our class and second overall. We were 
very happy with the trophies and I was  
instantly hooked. 
 In all honesty, going into the race I  
was a bit concerned that I wouldn’t enjoy  
it much because I wasn’t behind the wheel,  
but surprisingly I enjoyed it immensely 
and was ready for more. We worked well 
in the car together but can definitely  
do more. I used the down time between 
the events to study video and practice 
calling notes in the living room, much  
to my husband’s amusement I’m sure. 

Pacific Forest Rally –  
Merritt, British Columbia
Our next event was a bit bigger as 
we made our way to Canada for the 
Pacific Forest Rally in Merritt, BC, part 
of the Canadian Rally Championship 
series. This was the real deal, two days 
of long stages, long transits, and just 
three service stops over very tricky and 
rough forest service roads covering over 
500km between stages and transits. Not 
to mention high level competition from 
all over Canada. 
 Day one started with night stages, 
which are incredibly challenging to  
co-drive. Again the first two went pretty  
well and then the boost problems started  
creeping up, but we drove through it. We 
were sitting fifth overall at the end of 
day one. Overnight we double checked 
all our intercooler piping and did a 
quick service on the car and went out 
ambitious and excited for day two with 
a plan to drive smart over tricky roads. 
 Luck, however, was not on our side 
and about halfway through the third 
stage of the event the car just stopped 
running. We were fortunate to find a 
safe place to pull off the road, grab our 
triangles to notify the drivers behind 
us, and pop the hood only to find our 
engine wiring harness melted due to 
excessive heat from anti-lag. After a few 
minutes of grief and frustration, we got 
over it and committed to trying to fix it. 
Grabbing electrical tape and some basic 
tools from the trunk Sam tore open the 
harness and starting taping the melted 

wire back together. We reconnected the 
battery and lo and behold it fired up! 
Now the race was on to get back on the 
stage and finish before the sweep car 
came through. So big hustle to get gear 
back on, collect our triangles, buckle 
up, find our notes, and get back after it! 
We finished the stage, a bit in shock, but 
30 minutes off pace and the final car 
through due to the mechanical issues. 
 When we pulled in to regroup before 
the next running of the stage, we found 
we had a right rear flat; but that was 
pretty easy to fix and we did so in the 
time we had before the restart. Despite 
knowing we were pretty much out of the 
running at this point timewise, we were 
determined to finish and at least have 
some stage times that would be com-
petitive, so in we went for the next stage. 
Let me start by saying, the roads were 
incredibly rough, it was cold, and rather 
slippery with lots of loose gravel over 
hard packed dirt so strategic driving was 
key. And we drove pretty strategically, 
but apparently not enough as partway 
through we felt another flat and decided 
to just drive through it to finish and 
hope we could make the 50km transit. 
At some point the boost issues creeped 
up again too so we were down on power, 
which probably wasn’t a bad thing con-
sidering we didn’t really have much of  
a right rear tire. 
 So we finish, make our way through 
time controls, and pull off the road on 
our transit to examine our tire situation, 
as we had already used our one spare. 
We decided the previous flat would hold 
up better through transit as it just had 
a small tear on the side wall so we pre-
pared to swap the tire out. Once the tire 
was off, we could see that our problem 
was a bit larger than a flat as our shock 
was broken at the shaft. In the spirit of 

finishing the rally we found some wire, 
wired up the shock as best we could, 
mounted the tire, moved our spare to 
the hood, all of our safety and tools  
to the front left of the car, and the co-
driver, me, sat between the cage huddled 
up against the back of the driver’s seat 
to try to get as much weight as possible 
off of the right rear of the car. Sam 
drove the 50km transit scrunched up 
and hugging the door. Luckily our next 
stop was service and not another stage 
so we limped her in. 
 We took our 30-minute service to  
do a quick shock swap, eat something, 
and tightened down all our intercooling  
hoses (again) to try to fix the boost 
leak and we were then back out to the 
next series of stages. On our transit out, 
I start seeing a bit of smoke from the 
engine bay and Sam announces that  
we have lost power steering. Some 
would think this is not a big deal, but 
the rack is close to the turbo so we were 
concerned about fire and of course 
the car has a steering quickener which 
makes driving without power steering 
quite a work out. About five miles later 
our boost started creeping away and we 
weren’t even to the competition stage 
yet! At this point I asked Sam, do you 
want to keep going? With determination 
in his voice he said, we are finishing  
this rally. So thus began our press on 
regardless mentality. 
 The next series of stages were  
incredibly beautiful but very rough 
roads along lakes and some homes. It 
was a chance for us to practice working  
together a bit more seamlessly as a 
team and to work on driving. Finding 
roads to practice rally is difficult so we 
tried to make some lemonade out of 
our situation since trophies were pretty 
much out of the picture. At some point 
we lost all of our power steering fluid 
so things were smelling a bit better, we 
were no longer concerned with engine 
fire and we still had about seven pounds 
of boost.
 After four stages we came in for our 
final service to install the light bar to 
finish off the night and the race. As we 
prepared for our final stages we were 
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even more committed to finish. We had 
made it this far against much adversity 
and only had one long night stage to go. 
We were doing our best to carry through 
and then I lost track of my notes, and 
not just for a couple of corners but for 
like a good five minutes. Eventually 
we drove through a cattleguard and I 
found my way again. I have to say it was 
a good thing we weren’t in the running. 
The further we progressed through the 
stage the more the car struggled and as 
we went through the final time control 
emotions were definitely high as we 
were in a bit of disbelief that we had 
made it through.
 This is what the sport is all about—
finding the inner strength to continue 
on, when everything seems against you. 

The Crew and the Tears
As in many sports, often times it’s the 
volunteers and the crew that get over-
looked. Rally is pretty much a volunteer 
run sport. All of the stage captains,  
safety workers, and event planners put  
in a ton of work and time to create 
amazing events and find and secure 
lovely roads; and they don’t even get to  
drive. They do it for the love of the sport.
 Our crew helped keep us warm,  
fed, photographed, and the car serviced 
and ready for each stage. Our crew 
chief, Sami, was new to the sport and to 
working on cars. She wanted to know 
what it was like to be on a crew and to 
get some experience as a field mechanic. 
This was certainly a challenging event 
and her willingness to learn, hard work, 
and organizational skills were second 
to none and we are ready to team up 
again (in fact, she will crew our next 
event). Her post on Facebook summing 

up her weekend as part of our team 
tipped me over my emotional edge and 
brought me to tears. Kate, Sam’s wife 
and our photographer, had adventures 
of her own as she scoped out amazing 
locations to photograph and was then 
trapped by a fallen tree over the access 
road. After hiking six miles to find the 
lone official wrapping up the stage, she 
was rescued by a tow truck and chainsaw  
about five hours later. Sam’s Mom pro-
vided us with food, encouragement, and 
helped to keep us on point and focused 
by taking care of all the little things that 
needed to happen.
 Rally is a team effort both inside and 
outside the car and adversity brought us 
together and made us stronger. 

What’s Next?
What’s next you ask? Well, more of 
course. Sam and I competed in the much  
less dramatic Wild West Rally taking 
first in class and second overall (and 
champagne podium). I’ll be in the pas-
senger seat with Sam throughout 2016 
and will also be looking for a car to 

rent (maybe a BMW?) so I can drive a 
couple of local rallies. You will still me 
at track days and the car control clinics. 
My husband, Chris, is building a new  
autocross car. And I need to learn to 
ride a dirtbike. Follow my adventures  
on Instagram@mmillerracing.

How to Get involved
Rally seems like a bit of a mystery from 
the outside looking in, but it’s the same 
bunch of car nerds you meet at any other  
event, just a bit different venue. If you 
are interested in how to volunteer, crew, 
spectate or drive, please get in touch.

The Will to Finish Continued from Page 17

 

To see many more photos of 
Michelle’s adventure, plus two 
amazing videos, go to the chapter 
website: www.bmwpugetsound.com. 
One of the videos is a slow motion 
slide through a corner while the 
other is a high speed run through  
a pitch black forest. Have a look.
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BMW Origins
BMW’s roots are in the Karl Rapp 
Motorenwerke Munchen GmbH works 
and the Gustav Otto Flugmaschinenfab-
rik (aircraft factory). Both were based 
near the old airfield in north Munich, 
now the site of the Olympic Park, where 
the 1972 Olympic Games were held. 
Rapp and Otto combined and with 
several transactions, ownership changes 
and asset transfers later the Bayerisch 
Flugzeugwerke AG (Bavarian Aircraft 
Factory) was officially formed on March 7,  
1916. On July 21, 1917, the name of the 
company was changed to Baverische 
Motoren-Werke GmbH (Bavarian  
Motor Works). The March 7, 1916 date 
is what BMW considers its birthdate.
 BMW’s birth was during the First 
World War and not surprisingly, the main  
customer was the German military.  
Coincidentally, the Boeing Aircraft 
Company was started in Seattle about 
the same time and will also celebrate  
its centennial in 2016. 
 At the end of the First World War, 
BMW had its first of several near-death 
experiences. Its main product line,  
airplane engines, was not permitted  
under the Treaty of Versailles. This  
was the reason for diversification  
into motorcycles and starting in 1928, 
automobiles. 
 BMW’s big advantage in building 
airplane engines was the high altitude 
simulator they developed. A large  
room was sealed and a partial vacuum 
could be created to test high altitude 
engine performance. The high altitude 
simulator was confiscated at the end  
of the Second World War by the  
Americans and remains at Wright  
Patterson Airforce base. 

David Lightfoot
Editor-in-Chief

This photo shows what the Munich factory looked like in the 1920s. BMW was  
already a substantial company. This site remains the location of the Munich factory 
to this day.

This is the BMW Headquarters building in 1925.

This BMW-powered bi-plane set a high 
altitude record in 1919. 

Boeing and BMW, two companies  
celebrating centennials in 2016. 
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The whole front-drive versus rear-drive 
controversy is much ado about nothing 
(in my opinion). After all, BMW has  
been making great handling front-drive 
cars for years. They are called Minis.  
In Europe the 2 Series Active Tourer  
is front-drive. 
 While this car is aimed at the Chinese  
market, let’s hope they bring it to America.  
The current 1 Series is not sold in the 
U.S. The X1 is the least expensive BMW 
sold here. The new X1, while only offered  
at four-wheel-drive currently, will be 
offered as front-drive and is also UKL-
based. The Concept Compact Sedan,  
if truly the new 1 Series, would be a big 
success here.
 So why front-wheel drive? The big 
advantage is in packaging. The transverse  

The beautiful interior of the Concept 
Compact Sedan.

Concept Compact 
Sedan
BMW made a very big deal of presenting  
the Concept Compact Sedan at the Auto 
Guangzhou 2015, one of the biggest 
shows in China. While called a concept, 
this car looks near production ready. 
The design is based on feedback from 
Chinese consumers. 
 The car looks every inch a BMW and 
is, in your Editor’s opinion, vastly more 
attractive than previous 1 Series cars, 
which this is surely the replacement for. 
The dynamics are also said to be every-
thing one would expect from BMW.
 Then why is BMW making such a big 
deal about this car? Because it is front-
drive, based on the new UKL platform. 
BMW is in a full-court press to convince 
the faithful that a BMW sedan can be 
front-drive and still be a real BMW.  

engine and front-drive set up are much 
more efficient in terms of space used, 
allowing more space on the inside and a 
smaller overall footprint for the vehicle. 
 The Concept Compact Sedan shows 
that a small BMW sedan, if based on 
the UKL platform, can be beautiful in a 
traditional BMW way and offer big-car 
space on the inside while being small on 
the outside.

A concept drawing for the Concept 
Compact Sedan.






